GoldenGate
Service Overview

Creating data is easy; turning that data into smart, actionable insights is hard. That's why
Oracle built its GoldenGate software solution: so that organizations can have easier access
to their ever-increasing volumes of enterprise data. Working with any number of disparate
systems, even across time zones and continents, GoldenGate ensures the swift availability,
routing, and delivery of database transactions.

What GoldenGate Offers Businesses
As IT environments grow more complex, both in the cloud and on-premises, organizations need a reliable
way to extract value from a variety of big data sources. The challenges GoldenGate can solve include:

Availability
Businesses must maintain the performance of applications and databases with as little downtime as possible.

Speed
Information that's days or even hours old is often irrelevant; the more recent their data, the more competitive
businesses can be.

Heterogeneity
On-premises, cloud, and hybrid environments all have data that must be integrated and replicated.

Integrity
Throughout all of these obstacles, the data must remain complete and accurate in order to be of any use.

By providing a real-time unified platform for moving, managing, and integrating data, Oracle
GoldenGate solves all four of these challenges.
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How Datavail Can Help with Oracle GoldenGate
Datavail is an industry leader in data management solutions, and our Oracle GoldenGate expertise is
second to none. As an Oracle Platinum Partner, we offer a holistic suite of services for GoldenGate,
including:
Real-time data integration with Oracle and non-Oracle databases
Process management
Enhanced security with password, trail, and data encryption
Routing and compression
ETL and JMS integration
Automated memory management
Replication in heterogeneous environments
Transactional change data capture and transformations
Verification between operational & analytical enterprise systems

GoldenGate Advantages
Whether you're a small business or a global corporation, partnering with Datavail to bring GoldenGate to
your organization will provide benefits such as:
Deep Oracle technical expertise and a passion for problem-solving
Easy access to the most business-relevant data
Real-time insights with connections to other Oracle applications
Drastically reduced levels of downtime and interruptions
Contact Datavail today to learn how you can use Oracle GoldenGate to harness your big data resources and
start making better business decisions.

